Introduction

This application note describes how anyone can make their own custom prototyping boards that can be connected directly with the EFM32 kits. Both mechanical dimensions and PCB design files for development kit prototyping board and starter kit prototyping board are included. This application note is a good starting point if you want to create your own custom PCB designed to interface directly with an EFM32 kit.

This application note includes:

- This PDF document
- Source files (zip)
  - KiCad library.
  - Cadsoft Eagle library.
1 Introduction

This application note is intended to help users of one of the Energy Micro EFM32 kits create their own prototypes around the kit. This document includes drawings with the most important mechanical dimensions and connector placements. The included zip-file contains PCB (Printed Circuit Board) library files to help create extension boards that matches the dimensions and connector placement of the kits.

The included libraries are for KiCad and Eagle PCB design software suites. Both libraries are human readable text-files which can be used as source files for generating libraries for other PCB design software suites.
2 Starter Kits

The starter kits have both an expansion connector and a set of header pin rows along the two longest edges of the kit. If the expansion connector on the right hand side of the kit contains all the pins a prototype need, this connector can be used to interface with external circuitry. One of the included PCB-library components have the pinout and footprint of a matching connector that can be used on an expansion board.

In some cases the pins needed are not included in the expansion connector and the pin-rows must be used. If many pins must be used it can often be beneficial to design an expansion shield PCB with pin rows that matches the placement of the pin rows on the starter kit. The included PCB-library contains schematic symbol and footprint for such an expansion PCB. The pin rows and mechanical holes are included in the PCB footprint.

2.1 Mechanical Dimensions

The mechanical dimensions of the starter kits are given in Figure 2.1 (p. 3). These measurements are the same for the STK G8xx/3300/3600/3700 starter kits.

![Figure 2.1. Starter Kit Mechanical Dimensions](image)

2.2 Custom STK Expansion Board

The pinout of the expansion connector varies slightly between the different starter kits. Make sure you select the correct schematic symbol. Power connections and ground do have the same pinout and are named and connected accordingly in the included library. The footprint of the expansion connector on the expansion board is intended for a through hole, female, right angle 2*10 connector.

A suitable connector is: Sullins Connector Solutions PPC102LJBN-RC, digikey# S5563-ND.

2.3 Custom STK Shield Board

The STK has many pins that are not routed to the expansion connector. The additional pins are organized in two rows, one at the top and one at the bottom long edge of the kit. The pin rows are the standard 0.1" (inch) ~ 2.54 mm spaced type.

The included library contains a skeleton footprint and schematic symbol for a starter kit shield (efm32_stk_full_protoboard). It is intended to ease the design of a prototyping shield that can be plugged...
into the header pin rows of the starter kits. Power and ground have the same pinout for all of the STK G8xx/3300/3600/3700 kits. Please check the pin out of your specific starter kit for other pins. Not all the starter kits have the same EFM32 pins at the same header pin location.
3 Development Kits

The development kits have two plugin module boards, one for the EFM32 MCU and one for a prototyping board. If the included prototyping board is unsuitable for a prototyping task, creating a custom plugin board for the prototype-connectors is possible. The lower connector (named EXP32_A) contains both power, ground and all EFM32 pins up to and including port E. The top connector (named EXP32_B) contains power, ground and some of the pins of port F.

The included PCB-library has a prototyping board skeleton component to simplify the design of a custom prototyping board. It consists of a schematic symbol with pin-names for the two connectors and a footprint with the correct placement of the connectors and the mechanical holes.

3.1 Mechanical Dimensions

The mechanical dimensions of the development kits are given in Figure 3.1 (p. 5). These measurements are the same for the DK 3550/3650/3750 kits.

**Figure 3.1. Development Kit Mechanical Dimensions**

![Diagram of mechanical dimensions](image)

3.2 Custom DK Protoboard

To make a custom prototype board, start with importing the prototype board skeleton symbol in the schematic view. Connect the pins of the connector symbols to other components in the design. Then add the protoboard skeleton footprint in the layout and place and route other components within the protoboard area.

The correct connector for the prototyping board is: Samtec BSE-060-01-L-D-A.
3.3 References on Using the PCB Libraries

To open and use the libraries in their respective software suites, please refer to the manual for the pcb design software:

Cadsoft Eagle manuals:
http://www.cadsoftusa.com/training/manuals/

KiCad manuals:
http://www.kicad-pcb.org/display/KICAD/KiCad+Documentation
4 Revision History
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4.2 Revision 1.00
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A Disclaimer and Trademarks

A.1 Disclaimer

Silicon Laboratories intends to provide customers with the latest, accurate, and in-depth documentation of all peripherals and modules available for system and software implementers using or intending to use the Silicon Laboratories products. Characterization data, available modules and peripherals, memory sizes and memory addresses refer to each specific device, and “Typical” parameters provided can and do vary in different applications. Application examples described herein are for illustrative purposes only. Silicon Laboratories reserves the right to make changes without further notice and limitation to product information, specifications, and descriptions herein, and does not give warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of the included information. Silicon Laboratories shall have no liability for the consequences of use of the information supplied herein. This document does not imply or express copyright licenses granted hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits. The products must not be used within any Life Support System without the specific written consent of Silicon Laboratories. A “Life Support System” is any product or system intended to support or sustain life and/or health, which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected to result in significant personal injury or death. Silicon Laboratories products are generally not intended for military applications. Silicon Laboratories products shall under no circumstances be used in weapons of mass destruction including (but not limited to) nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, or missiles capable of delivering such weapons.

A.2 Trademark Information

Silicon Laboratories Inc., Silicon Laboratories, the Silicon Labs logo, Energy Micro, EFM, EFM32, EFR, logo and combinations thereof, and others are the registered trademarks or trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. ARM, CORTEX, Cortex-M3 and THUMB are trademarks or registered trademarks of ARM Holdings. Keil is a registered trademark of ARM Limited. All other products or brand names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective holders.
B Contact Information

Silicon Laboratories Inc.
400 West Cesar Chavez
Austin, TX 78701

Please visit the Silicon Labs Technical Support web page:
and register to submit a technical support request.
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